COLORS

OUTDOOR BRANDS
ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING
BEACON PRODUCTS
HUBBELL OUTDOOR LIGHTING
KIM LIGHTING
PAINT SIMPLIFICATION/CONSOLIDATION

HUBBELL LIGHTING OUTDOOR BRANDS - BEACON PRODUCTS, HUBBELL OUTDOOR LIGHTING, KIM LIGHTING, ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING - ARE SIMPLIFYING THE PAINT FINISHES AND COLOR ABBREVIATIONS ACROSS ALL BRANDS WHILE OFFERING ADDITIONAL STANDARD FINISHES. THIS GUIDE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE A QUICK REFERENCE FOR EACH COLOR, THE NEW ORDERING CODES AND TO STREAMLINE THE ORDERING PROCESS.

HUBBELL LIGHTING OUTDOOR BRANDS

BLS
BLACK GLOSS SMOOTH

BLT
BLACK MATTE TEXTURED

DBS
DARK BRONZE GLOSS SMOOTH

DBT
DARK BRONZE MATTE TEXTURED

LGS
LIGHT GREY GLOSS SMOOTH

LGT
LIGHT GREY MATTE TEXTURED

VGT
VERDE GREEN TEXTURED

GTT
GRAPHITE MATTE TEXTURED

PSS
PLATINUM SILVER SMOOTH

WHS
WHITE GLOSS SMOOTH

WHT
WHITE MATTE TEXTURED

CC
CUSTOM COLOR

HUBBELL OFFERS EXTENSIVE RANGE OF COLOR OPTIONS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE MOST DEMANDING PROJECTS AND WILL CONTINUE TO OFFER LEGACY PAINT COLORS. OUTDOOR LIGHTING WILL OFFER THE FOLLOWING PAINT OPTIONS:

LEGACY PAINT COLORS
THIS OPTION WILL ALLOW YOU TO MATCH EXISTING PROJECTS OR SELECT FROM THE ORIGINAL PALLETTE OF COLORS.

RAL COLORS
CHOOSE FROM A RAINBOW OF PAINT COLORS TO FIT YOUR PROJECTS UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS.

CUSTOM COLOR
HUBBELL OFFERS THE UNIQUE ABILITY FOR CUSTOM COLOR MATCHING. YOU CAN MATCH A SPECIFIC COLOR FROM A LOGO OR CORPORATE BRAND TO THE LUMINAIRE’S PAINT FINISH.